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left flank as well as means of revictuallmg and ultimate
retreat.
The main line of attack on Irun, it was decided, was to
be on the Puenta ridge and Fort San Marcial, and to carr7
this out there had to be established a road for supplies
behind this front The Reds had blown up the Enderlarza
bridge over which this road runs, and by artillery and air
raids hindered it being rebuilt The Nationalists then took
a bold but simple step which heightened my opinion of
their engineers. They abandoned the road, and tearing
up the rails on the light railway which leads from Irun to
Vera, they converted the railway into a first-class road.
Electric light was installed in the tunnels, and for the
weeks the attack lasted there was never any difficulty in
getting supplies to the front.
When I found that the main attack was going to be on
the Spanish side of the Bidassoa I was delighted.   I had
been having before this the greatest difficulty in getting
my news through to London    The cable at first was not
working, and when it did start it was for a long while un-
reliable.   The result was that I had to keep a relay of cars
to take my messages back from various parts of the front
into France, and in many cases a courier to telephone
them direct to London from Hendaye or St. Jean de Luz.
As often as not, some important piece of information
would be available just after my courier had left, and I
would have to make the long journey over the Velate pass
to Danchana and thence to St. Jean de Luz myself.
Looking at the records of my first car I find that in the
first six weeks of the movement I made the double
journey out to Spain and back into France thirty times.
It meant arriving in St. Jean de Luz rarely much before
ten o'clock at night.   My messages would be ready, as I

